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Summary.
--The experimental results on ~-clectron se,~ttering, when interpreted within SU~ × U~ theories, put severe constraints on the weak charge of tim right-tlandcd electron. Under very general assumptions it is shown that the cases l~'°~k(eH)= 0 or -1 are possible. The case eak I a (eR)-'-½ is found to be unlikely. All other assigmnents for e~ are excluded. Consequences for parity violation in atomic physics are discussed.
The conventional way to interpret the observed universality of leptons ~md qu~rks with respect to the wea.k interaction is to place the left-handed leptons and quarks into doublets of the weak isotopic spin Su~'e~:
(L: left handed, R: right handed).
In the minimal SU2 × U~ theory (~), the right-handed fermions are assumed to be ~ "T"°'~ ~ t., singlets. However, in many other theories, in particular the vectorlike theories, at least some of the right-handed leptons and quarks do transform nontrivially under S U~ ~k and are weak partners of new heavy leptons and quarks. (For a review, see ref. (2)). If the latter are chosen to be sufficiently (*) To speed up publication, tlle author of this paper has agreed to not receive the proofs for correction. Q) S.L. GLASItOW: ~Yucl. Phys., 22, 569 (1,(}61); A. SALAM ~nd J. C. WARD: Phys. Lell., 13, 168 (1964) ; S. WEINBEI~ (~: Phys. Rev. Lett., 19, 1264 (1967 . (2) (Aachen, 1976) . heavy, the new charged currents, generated by the new S U~ '~k representations, will not be active at low energies, below the corresponding thresholds. However, in S U~ × U~ theories the algebraic form of the neutral current depends critically on what kind of new weak multiplets exists. Thus the various neutral-current cross-sections measured recently in neutrino scattering, when interpreted within SU2 × Ut theories, will pose contraints on the representation content of the right-handed valence quarks u~, d~ and of the right-handed electron. In this note we investigate those eontraints within a very general approach, especially with respect to the lepton system. We shall use only the data of the Gargamelle experiments (~) on ,~(5~)+nucleus -+ anything and ~+e--~,S e : All other experimental results (on inclusive neutrino production, elastic neutrino-proton scattering, single-pion production by neutrinos) are either associated with relatively large errors and are, therefore, less useful for providing constraints on the neutral-current structure, or are carried out at very high energies, at which it is difficult to estimate possible sealing violations or new thresholds.
We shall assume that all quarks have either charge ~ or ~-and that --m~ cos ~ 0w
(0w: S U2 × U~ mixing angle) is ~ free parameter, unlike the situation in the minimal theory where Q = 1. The effective weak H~miltoni~n can be written as
